
Congratulations on the new

follow-up single to your CD,

TOGETHER, which has gotten

rave reviews. Were you

surprised by how well your 

first duo CD was received by 

critics?

 

YK: I think we both hoped that 

audiences and critics would fall 

in love with this music just like we 

did.

JV: We’re also really happy 

that so many radio stations

are playing it. With original

repertoire for our duo and a 

couple of world premieres, we 

hoped that it would feel fresh to 

listeners and it looks like it has. 

 

You’ve both said in previous interviews how important it 

is to you that your repertoire be originally written for the 

harp and guitar. What led you to record the beloved Louis

Armstrong standard, What A Wonderful World, as a

follow-up single to your debut CD?

 

JV: We needed an encore for our New York debut concert and 

Yolanda suggested it . . .

YK: We’re both huge fans of rock, pop, jazz, soul – you name it, 

so a brief foray into another genre didn’t seem like a stretch for 

us. After a classical program, we thought both the song and its

message seemed like a nice send-off for our audience.

 

Jason, I see that you arranged the version the two of you 

recorded. The track has a wonderful, breezy jazz-meets-

bluegrass vibe. How did that come about?

JV: I wanted to do something a little different with it, change 

the metric feel and also the background textures of it, supported 

mainly with guitar - give it an almost studio pop feel that mixed 

a little Joni (Mitchell), some

Midwestern fingerpicking vibe, 

90’s Alternative rock, and a slight 

Latin feel.

YK: My job was easy – just the 

tune! But I must say that one of the 

things I love most about our duo in 

general is that we take equal turns 

playing the melody. With our

respective instruments, we often 

find ourselves playing a more

supportive role in chamber music, 

so this pairing allows us both to fly 

the plane a lot.

 

It’s surprising how easily the 

two of you – both classically 

trained musicians – seem to 

slip into this relaxed, popular

style. Have you ever done

anything like this before?

 

JV: I’ve arranged here and there for various ensembles, just on the 

gig, or for myself as a solo guitarist - it comes pretty quickly now if 

I’m inspired by the musicians I’m working with. 

YK: I’ve not done a lot outside the classical genre - unless you 

count the time I bribed a harpist out of her chair in Barry Manilow’s 

band for the day! In my opinion, every classical musician should

experience one night in a huge arena filled with screaming fans 

and glow sticks  . . .

JV: I know that’s one of your proudest moments . . .

YK: Well – you know, my daughter isn’t named Mandy for

nothing. [Laughs] I would say, though, that we’ve both listened to 

huge amounts of popular music in our lives, so we appreciate it and 

feel connected to it.

 

Gramophone magazine praised the “almost rapturous 

sense of cohesion” that you project as a duo, and that

observation seems to run through all the reviews of both 
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your live concerts and your recorded work. As players

of two plucked instruments, that kind of synchronization has 

got to be pretty hard to achieve. To what to you attribute that 

aspect of your musical partnership?

 

JV: It’s fun to work together, and we have similar temperaments

artistically.  We have fun during our rehearsals, but we’re also

pretty serious because it takes a lot of attention and concentration

to fit the parts together perfectly with, as you say, two entirely 

plucked instruments.

YK: One of my former students, who was a friend of one of Jason’s 

former students, told me recently that she and her friend used to 

joke that they had the same teacher when they compared notes 

after lessons. Jason and I do have very similar musical sensibilities 

and we also have very similar career layouts, so there is a lot of 

understanding between us.

What’s next for the Kondonassis/Vieaux Duo?

 

YK: Lots of good stuff on the horizon – hopefully a lot more live 

performing, more recording and certainly more commissioning.

JV: We have some exciting responses and lots of offers from

composers already, so it’s matter of choosing at this point. 

 

Any plans for some pop or rock arrangements on your next 

release? Maybe a Barry Manilow tune?

 

YK: I think we’ll stick to original repertoire for now, but who knows 

– what do you say, J, maybe a little Earth Wind and Fire or Queen 

someday? A Bruno Mars remix?

JV: We’d need drums – and brass . . .

YK: You work out the details . . . [Laughs] 
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Their diverse expressive capabilities and intimate sonorities suggest that they are interchangeable parts of one 

whole . . . it was difficult to hear where one instrument ends and the other begins - the mystical effect of one great 

intangible apparent throughout the program: the intuitive synchronicity of Kondonassis and Vieaux.

– The Buffalo News


